Sophs must apply soon for junior year abroad

Many opportunities for spending the junior year abroad are open to MIT students, but it is still of interest to interested seniors to contact Dean Harold L. Farnum, Foreign Study Advisor.

For material in order to be considered for next year's program, the MIT Office of International Services does not maintain its own formal program for study abroad. MIT students have placed students in

in near European countries. The principal reason for spending a year abroad is the experience to be gained in achieving a working competence in a second language and living and working in another culture. While some difficulties may be encountered concerning selectivity of the transfer of credits, and the completion of MIT degree requirements, these are usually not serious and the student who spends a year abroad can probably graduate with his class.

One requirement which is absolutely essential for the student who wishes to study abroad in good fitness is the appropriate foreign language.

By John Gerth

On Tuesday evening before

the massive anti-draft, anti

war demonstration in Boston, the MIT Draft Resistance held an open meeting in the Student Center. Another speaker was going to say it with their actions. He added that resistance was seeking to become a movement which would change American society.
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Resistance explores action options
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